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One of the things that bugs me about this release is that when
you close the About box it is coming up with error messages
about the last program it closed. I am not sure if there is a fix for
this yet but it has certainly been a problem for me. I've just
started using Teracopy and it is coming up with this. I would like
to say that this has started to happen with every version of
teracopy I've used and it just seems to happen with this beta.
Since the release of Teracopy 2.27 in September, I have been
unable to make it the default backup file handler. All these years I
have been using it as the first backup, but it keeps coming up with
the error message, "Could not close the About box, TERACOPY will
now exit." I usually use Teracopy as the default copy handler.
When it starts, if I enable it for the first time, it will prompt me
with the "Close" or "Finish" choices, once I close the dialog, I can
then restore or load another file. Once I close this dialog, it will
always prompt me for the license key again. I have been using
Teracopy for nearly a year and like it better than most other
backup files. It has all I need. I have a backup from Teracopy and
of course use it as the primary backup. I have been working on a
rather large project recently and I use Teracopy as the back up.
While working on this project, it now prompts me for the license
key every time it starts up. I have tried the troubleshooting guides
(from the forums and from my google searching) but cannot figure
out how to get around it. When I enter in the correct key, it closes
and restarts Teracopy. When I close the main dialog, it opens a
new dialog with the same prompt again.
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I tried to work around this limitation, and found that (really really)
teracopy cannot run a batch file. In fact, it appears to stop the

batch process if it detects that it is a batch file. It says it cannot
allocate memory. I can agree with that. Its not making real good

progress, so its wasteful memory, but its not reallocated memory.
A batch file that processes large amounts of data is perfectly
normal. I can agree with that, but it is totally unacceptable to

have teracopy broken on this critical issue. I cant install my own
batch file. You should really look into this limitation. A batch file
which copies 1,000 files is perfectly fine. Just very large, super-
fast copying is a different issue. Even using your own batch file,

TeraCopy can still copy files. So its not something you need to fix.
Another great enhancement, and its not really related to the

BatCopy.exe limitation, is that you can drag and drop files onto
the program. I like to drag and drop my backups into the program.
This comes in very handy, because now the program can backup
to a folder, and if I want to copy the backup to another disk, I just
drag the backup folder onto the TeraCopy icon. Or, I drag a folder

of backups onto the bin folder, and I have a list of every file,
including the complete directory structure. If you have an

accelerated backup , you can make use of this to move files to
another disk. Create an encrypted virtual hard drive in which the
backups are stored. Then, drop the encrypted hard drive onto the
TeraCopy icon. All the files on the drive will be copied to the disk
you choose. TeraCopy does not handle the encryption, so you can

choose any disk, even an USB stick. 5ec8ef588b
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